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Argument

There is a conflict between this published opinion and
extant precedents, which this Court must review and
resolve to secure uniformity of precedent.

Petitioner Haggerty first objects to the “amicus curiae”

letter, filed in the case of Haggerty v. Thornton by respondent

Nancy F. Thornton, who is the trustee of the estate at issue.

Respondent Thornton is not an amicus; amici are “nonparties

who often have a different perspective from the principal

litigants.” (Connerly v. State Personnel Bd. (2006) 37 Cal.4th

1169, 1177.) Amici may write a letter to show the case will

resound beyond the instant case. As trustee, Thornton

instead writes to expedite the distribution of the instant trust.

Even if Thornton’s letter were procedurally proper, it is

substantively unhelpful to this Court, because it

fundamentally mischaracterizes King v. Lynch (2012) 204

Cal.App.4th 1186. The King trust prescribed “this Trust may

be amended . . .  by an instrument in writing signed by both

Settlors . . . .” (Id. at p. 1189, emphasis added.) It was

recognized by all parties that the method of modification was

not explicitly exclusive, so appellant contended he could

modify the trust by the default statutory method of Probate

Code section 15401, subdivision (a)(2): “[A]ppellant argues

that, because the trust did not explicitly make the method of
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modification exclusive, Zoel had the power to modify the trust

by the procedure for revocation.” (Id. at p. 1192.) 

The question was whether this legal theory was correct.

Though appellant favored equating revocation and

modification so the same default statutory method that was

available to revoke was also available to modify, the majority

disagreed and held that appellant’s prescribing any method,

even though it was not explicitly exclusive, precluded the

statutory method. “[I]f any modification method is specified in

the trust, that method must be used to amend the trust.”

(King, supra, 204 Cal.App.4th at p. 1193.) The dissent, by

contrast, endorsed appellant’s analysis. “ I conclude that

section 15402 permits modification by the method

established in section 15401, subdivision (a)(2), unless that

method is explicitly excluded by the terms of the trust.” (Id. at

p. 1194 (dis. opn. of Detjen, J.) And because it was not

explicitly excluded by the trust, the dissenting justice would

have allowed amendment by the statutory method.

Thornton, by contrast, disputes the factual premise

accepted in King by the appellant, the majority, and the

dissent --- that the trust’s modification method was not

explicitly exclusive. Thornton attempts to distinguish the

instant case from King by contending, that “unlike King, the

Trust did not set forth an exclusive method of revocation or
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modification.” (Letter at 3, emphasis added.) Of course, if the

prescribed method of modification had been explicitly

exclusive in King, there would have been no legal dispute

between the majority and the dissent, as both would have

agreed that only that method could be used. 

Thornton’s real argument is that it does not matter

which method is used; the court must discern the outcome

favored by the settlor and implement it. That imperative was

qualified in Pena v. Dey (2019) 39 Cal.App.5th 546, 555,

which acknowledged the importance of giving effect to the

settlor’s intent, but noted “that intent ‘must be ascertained

from the whole of the trust instrument, not just separate

parts of it.’ ” Settlors intend to prescribe not just a desired

beneficiary but the process by which to revoke or modify a

trust. “However, the manifest intent expressed in the trust

instrument itself, stated explicitly in its amendment

provision, is that a written instrument must be signed in

order to constitute a valid amendment to the trust.” (Ibid.)

Because the Pena settlor died before he could properly amend

the trust, the amendment was not valid, regardless of whom

he intended to designate as a beneficiary. (Ibid.) Thornton’s

position, that the outcome is all that matters, directly

conflicts with Pena and would by itself create a conflict

warranting review.
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The answer of Patricia Galligan makes no such factual

mischaracterization but contends “the lower courts’

determination that the trust could be amended by the

statutory method of revocation is beyond any serious

dispute.” (Answer at 7.) What is beyond dispute is that where

a settlor makes an explicitly exclusive method of modification

(or revocation), that method must be followed. It is also

beyond dispute that where a settlor prescribes a method of

revocation that is not explicitly exclusive, that either that

method or the statutory method of section 15401, subdivision

(a)(2) may be used. But a dispute arises where a settlor

prescribes a method of modification that is not explicitly

exclusive.

 EXPLICITLY EXCLUSIVE   NOT EXPLICITLY EXCLUSIVE

REVOCATION     Prescribed method Prescribed method

 ONLY OR

Statutory method

MODIFICATION  Prescribed method ??
 ONLY
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King and the instant opinion reached different

conclusions as to what should fill the bottom right space in

the table above. In specifying the prescribed method, the

trust both here and in King used the word “may,” suggesting

the prescribed method was not exclusive. (King, supra, 204

Cal.App.4th at p. 1188; Opn. 2.) King concluded that because

the trust identified a specific method (even if not explicitly

exclusive), the statutory method was unavailable: “[I]f any

modification method is specified in the trust, that method

must be used to amend the trust.” (Id. at p. 1193, emphasis

added.) By contrast, the Opinion concluded that because the

prescribed modification method “is not explicitly exclusive . . . 

the statutory method of modification was available.” (Opn.

11, emphasis added.) Much of the conflict appears to center

on the significance of the language prescribing a method in

not explicitly exclusive terms. King found it showed the settlor

had favored that method: a “trustor may bind himself or

herself to a specific method of modification or amendment of

a trust by including that specific method in the trust

agreement.” (King, at p. 1193.) The Opinion used the exact

same language to reach the opposite outcome, in finding “it

does not appear Bertsch intended to bind herself to the

specific method described in the trust agreement . . . .” (Opn.

11.)
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Section 15402 provides that where the trust is revocable

(as in both King and here) “the settlor may modify the trust by

the procedure for revocation.” The Opinion held this meant

the settlor could use either the prescribed revocation method

or the statutory method: “[U]nder section 15402 the trust

may be modified by any valid method of revocation.” (Opn.

11, emphasis added.) This is a questionable construction of

section 15402, which authorizes the settlor to use “the

procedure for revocation.” (Emphasis added.) Section 15402

does not authorize “any procedure,” “either procedure,” or

even “the procedures.” Its use of the singular warrants the

conclusion that it is only “the procedure” identified by the

settlor, and not also that identified by the Legislature in

section 15401, subdivision (a)(2).

Galligan notes the trust here prescribed the same

method for revocation and modification, in contrast to the

King trust. The question is whether Bertsch’s prescription

was absolute, so she intended the trust could be modified (or

revoked) “by an acknowledged instrument in writing,” or

relational, so Bertsch intended any unprescribed (statutory)

method available for revocation was coextensively available

for modification. In other words, does the same method

authorized for revocation under section 15401, subdivision

(a)(2) presumptively apply for modification too?
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The Opinion, citing the King dissent, emphasized

history and policy in concluding it does. “[T]he method of

modification is the same as the method of termination,

barring a contrary provision in the trust.” (Opn. 10, citing

King, supra, 204 Cal.App.4th at p. 1196 (dis. opn. of Detjen,

J.).) The King dissent emphasized history in asserting the

purpose of the current law, embodied in sections 15401 and

15402, was to make it easier to revoke and amend trusts. (Id.

at p. 1195 (dis. opn. of Detjen, J.) The King majority, however,

emphasized the disparate texts of section 15401 and 15402

in denying the default statutory method applies as broadly to

modification as it does to revocation. The majority held the

Legislature’s differentiating “between trust revocations and

modifications . . . . indicate[d] that the Legislature no longer

intended the same rules to apply to both revocation and

modification.” (King, at p. 1193.) And King observed that if (as

urged by Galligan) the Legislature had wanted the section

15401, subdivision (a)(2) method to apply to modifications

unless the prescribed method was explicitly exclusive, “the

Legislature could have combined revocation and modification

into one statute,” as it “knew how to limit the exclusivity of a

revocation method provided in a trust and chose not to

impose such a limitation on modifications in section 15402.”

(Ibid.) 
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Conclusion

Section 15401 provides that unless the settlor

prescribes an explicitly exclusive revocation method, the

default statutory method is also available. Because there is

no counterpart in section 15402, the King majority concluded

the Legislature intended different standards to apply to

revocation and modification, and that the premise that the

power of revocation includes the power of modification does

not mean the methods for each are presumptively congruent.

(King, supra, 204 Cal.App.4th at p. 1193.) The Opinion

instead concludes the methods are presumptively congruent,

and the settlor must prescribe distinct methods for revocation

and modification to preclude the statutory method. These

positions are in conflict and warrant review. Thousands of

settlors await clarification and guidance.

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: November 22, 2021

_______________________

Mitchell Keiter
Counsel for Appellant 
Brianna McKee Haggerty
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